Cancer survival and social class in Sweden
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SUMMARY A study of 98 000 cases in the Swedish Cancer Registry from 1961 to 1979 was undertaken. The relative survival by social class was calculated. There was a higher survival probability for white collar workers than for blue collar workers or self-employed farmers for all cancer, as well as for particular cancers, such as, for instance, cancer of the breast and cervix among women and cancer of the rectum among men. For lung cancer, cancer of the stomach, and pancreatic cancer there were no detectable differences in survival probability. The findings can be considered in the light of various possible explanations, for instance, early detection, differential treatment, and host factors.

In studies from several countries, cancer risks have been shown to be associated with socioeconomic position or social class.1 4 These studies have been based on either morbidity or mortality data. Inferring cancer risks from mortality data was advocated by Doll and Peto, in a recent publication, as being preferable to morbidity data for reasons of data quality and accuracy.5 However, inferring the social class distribution of cancer risks from mortality data may give a biased result if cancer survival is linked also to socioeconomic position. For instance, in a social group with a relatively high probability of survival after diagnosis the event of death will tend to be postponed. Consequently, their mortality will appear relatively low even if incidence of the disease is identical with that of a comparison group.

In several studies survival has been shown to be associated with social class, socioeconomic position or economic status.6 9 Hence there is in principle a possibility that studies inferring health risks from mortality data are confounded by differential survival.

Since survival is measured as the time period from date of diagnosis to date of death, an earlier date of diagnosis will be reported as a longer survival, even without any improvement of prognosis whatsoever. If the social class differences in survival could be reduced to such a bias of early detection/diagnosis, they would be trivial indeed. Early detection may also result in diagnosing a group of more benign tumours, and thus the average survival for early cancers may for that reason be better. Those papers that have reported that differences in survival probability exist have not, however, concluded that these differences are trivial nor that they could be reduced to variation in the proportion of less malignant tumour types.

The theory that the prognosis of the cancer after its clinical recognition is associated with social position is consistent with at least two possible explanations. Firstly, differential treatment could influence survival probabilities. Such differences in treatment could particularly for some cancers (such as breast cancer) be due to early diagnosis. Early diagnosis would thereby represent a truly better prognosis. Differential treatment could also be the result of the quality of care and access to resources. This would be possible for those cancers where treatment is scarce and at the same time represents a genuine improvement of prognosis, which it does not do for all cancer sites.

Secondly, and of great theoretical interest, is the possibility that survival after diagnosis may be influenced by host factors, in particular those which reflect the person's social and psychological context. This assumption has been discussed frequently in the literature,10 13 but there is only circumstantial evidence for such a theory. The theoretical argument has usually been along the lines that social support and psychological wellbeing may enhance the immune system's chances of confining the development of a tumour. It should perhaps be pointed out here that host susceptibility associated with low socioeconomic position could be accounted for in other ways as well, for instance nutritional history.

In an earlier paper we reported Swedish data on the social class distribution of various cancer sites.3 In this paper we try to answer the question whether there is indeed also a difference in relative cancer survival by social class in Sweden. The further question about the basis for such differences will be discussed briefly, but
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the present material does not not permit a more significant contribution to that issue.

Population under study

The population under study is derived from the Swedish Cancer Environment Registry. This registry has previously been described by several authors. Although its main application has been in studying the occurrence of cancer by occupation or other groups, its potential for survival analysis has also been demonstrated. The registry was created through linking the Swedish Cancer Registry 1961–79 to the 1960 population census. From the census information classes of a similar socioeconomic position could be formed.

All cancer cases of those persons who were in the economically active population at the census date were classified by socioeconomic position. The classification is based on one of the variables in the census, defined as “occupational status” (yrkesställning) and previously used to define social class. This classification is described in more detail elsewhere.

For the purpose of survival analysis the following five groups are included: male and female blue collar workers, male and female white collar workers, and self-employed men in agriculture. Other groups were excluded because there were too few cases. In this study only cases diagnosed at age 20 to 64 are included. Thus, the study is based on a total of 98,732 cancer cases. The distribution of cases by site and social class is demonstrated in the table.

Methods

Survival probabilities for a particular cancer and a specific social class have been calculated in the following way:

Cases diagnosed in 1961 and onwards were followed up until the date of death or 31 December 1979. The observed number of deaths among these cancer cases was compared with the expected number, assuming the same survival chances as in the general male or female population, these being calculated from life tables. The ratio of observed to expected deaths gives the relative survival of cancer cases. This is done for first-year, second-year, third-year, fourth-year, and fifth-year survival. The cumulative relative survival probability is obtained by multiplying the probability of surviving the first, second, third, fourth, and fifth year. When the number of cases at risk at the beginning of the year is less than ten, no calculations are made. This method is described in more detail in references and .

No information was available for this study on stage of tumour development at the date of diagnosis. However, all cases included were classified as malignant by the registry.

The relative survival was calculated for all cancer and for 13 selected localisations. Figure 3 represents relative survival probabilities for those cancer sites. For reasons of space, only the male survival curves are demonstrated for some sites, although the text comments on both male and female survival.

Those sites presented were selected because they are common or because they have previously demonstrated a strong association of survival with social class or been discussed in the literature in this context.

Results

Figures 1 and 2 demonstrate that there are differences

Table 1  Number of cancer cases followed up for survival 1961–79 and included in the study, by site (only those sites studied) and socioeconomic group

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site</th>
<th>White collar workers</th>
<th>Blue collar workers</th>
<th>Self-employed</th>
<th>All studied groups</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Men</td>
<td>Women</td>
<td>Men</td>
<td>Women</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stomach</td>
<td>1040</td>
<td>573</td>
<td>3383</td>
<td>629</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colon</td>
<td>1381</td>
<td>1036</td>
<td>2447</td>
<td>910</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rectum</td>
<td>801</td>
<td>547</td>
<td>1858</td>
<td>501</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pancreas</td>
<td>669</td>
<td>325</td>
<td>1419</td>
<td>320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lung</td>
<td>1890</td>
<td>470</td>
<td>4697</td>
<td>483</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breast</td>
<td>7230</td>
<td>1210</td>
<td>4301</td>
<td>11531</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cervix</td>
<td>1992</td>
<td>458</td>
<td>2095</td>
<td>4087</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corpus uteri</td>
<td>1689</td>
<td>1911</td>
<td>1210</td>
<td>2899</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ovaries</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3160</td>
<td>575</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Testis</td>
<td>387</td>
<td>583</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>1015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kidney</td>
<td>1104</td>
<td>443</td>
<td>427</td>
<td>273</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bladder</td>
<td>1317</td>
<td>360</td>
<td>2483</td>
<td>234</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>7476</td>
<td>5461</td>
<td>14751</td>
<td>59360</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All sites</td>
<td>17661</td>
<td>22037</td>
<td>36763</td>
<td>16975</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
in relative survival for all cancer, that is, if we regard cancer as an entity and disregard the information on the site of the cancer. As will be clear from the text below, this is partly, but not totally, due to the site distribution of cancer in the compared groups.

Figure 3 shows site specific analyses. For lung cancer there is virtually no difference between the three groups of men. The same is true also when white and blue collar women are compared.

For stomach cancer there is hardly any difference between the compared groups among either men or women.

Cancer of the pancreas demonstrates a very low survival in all groups and no appreciable differences.

For all these sites the five year relative survival was very low, that is, well below 0.2 in all groups.

For cancer of the colon and cancer of the rectum the survival chances were better for white collar workers, especially in comparison with self-employed farmers (men). Again, white collar workers have a better survival with regard to cancer of the kidney, when compared with blue collar workers, both men and women. The survival advantage when compared with farmers is smaller.

For these three sites the five year relative survival is clearly better than for the preceding groups of cancers, that is, between 0.34 and 0.52 in those groups studied.

Looking at female reproductive cancers, we notice a clear difference in relative survival for cancer of the ovaries, cancer of the cervix, cancer of the corpus uteri, and cancer of the breast. The pattern is always the same—a better survival for the white collar working women compared with blue collar working women. This is so irrespective of whether the cancer itself is more common among white collar working women (as, for instance, is cancer of the breast) or less common in the group (as, for instance, is cancer of the cervix).

Five year relative survival here ranges from 0.40 to 0.89 in the studied groups.

Finally, for a group of cancers where the five year relative survival always exceeds 0.50 we find again some differences between those groups compared. There may be a slight advantage for white collar workers with regard to cancer of the prostate. For cancer of the testis, white collar workers do better in particular when compared with self-employed farmers.

There is also a tendency for white collar workers to be at an advantage with regard to bladder cancer in men (especially compared with blue collar workers) as well as in women.

In general, the differences observed are remarkably consistent. With the exception of those cancers where survival is extremely low, there seems to be a

Fig 1  All cancer (140–205) in men.

Fig 2  All cancer (140–205) in women.
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Fig 3  Relative survival.
systematic and site independent difference in survival chances, with some advantage for white collar workers, both men and women.

Discussion

Interpreting the observed seemingly systematic differences in cancer survival by social class, we would have to consider the following possible explanations:

1. Early detection of cancer (without improvement of prognosis) is more common in white collar workers.
2. Early detection (with some improvement of prognosis) is more common in white collar workers.
3. Differential treatment resulting in differential prognosis favours white collar workers.
4. Differences attributable to host factors influence body susceptibility or body response to cancer.
5. There are differences attributable to the biological properties of the tumours compared, for instance, with distribution of histological types for a particular cancer localisation.

The first explanation and the second, in part, would lead to differences that were statistical artefacts owing to the way in which survival time is measured. The second (partly), the third, and the fourth explanations would imply that survival chances were different, even if the biological stage of the cancer was the same at the time of diagnosis. These possibilities are considered in examples below. Those cancers that demonstrated no survival differences are also considered.

Lung cancer, for instance, demonstrated no appreciable difference between the groups compared. This is in line with earlier findings reported in the literature, for instance, Kein. 21 Hakulinen, comparing national survival rates for Norway and Finland, found no differences in lung cancer survival in spite of such differences appearing for many other cancers. 22 Lung cancer, being a relatively lethal cancer and with relatively low chances of early detection, seems likely to be less affected by whatever factors contribute to differential cancer survival.

If lung cancer survival is influenced by host factors or factors of the immediate social and psychological environment, it is clear that the classification into social classes taken at one particular point in time is too crude to demonstrate such an influence. We could not exclude the possibility that a more thorough knowledge of individual life histories could reveal that some survival difference existed even for lung cancer.

Female breast cancer, as another example, demonstrates a striking contrast in survival probability when blue and white collar women are compared. An earlier study by Zollinger, 23 comparing survival rates of Seventh-Day Adventists with others, concluded that such risk factors for breast cancer as parity and age at first pregnancy did not contribute to differential survival. The group of white collar women in our study has previously been shown to be at higher risk for breast cancer, possibly due to low parity and late first pregnancy. Since they in fact have a better survival, this could not be explained by the same set of factors that contributes to their higher risk. It is more likely that early diagnosis and subsequent early treatment contribute to a better prognosis.

It is clear that the difference in breast cancer survival cannot merely be a statistical artefact of early diagnosis. We compared survival probabilities on the assumption that all cases of breast cancer among white collar women would be diagnosed one year later than they actually were, but this did not change the pattern of better survival for white collar women compared with blue collar women.

In general, in this study it is not possible to separate the beneficial effect of early diagnosis/better treatment from any independent host factor mediated effect of socioeconomic position on survival probability given a certain stage of tumour development. Other studies have suggested either that socioeconomic status has no effect at all, 21 or that it contributes to survival more than that of early or better treatment. 22 24

Chirikos, trying to assess the simultaneous effects of various factors on survival, made the interesting observation that the effect of socioeconomic status on survival was of particular importance in an earlier stage of tumour development. 25 If this is the case, discovering a host factor mediated effect of socioeconomic status may be conditional on the possibility of early diagnosis of that cancer. This seems to be a hypothesis that should be further explored.

In an analysis of feelings of wellbeing among cancer survivors compared with healthy controls, Schmale et al found small differences. The one particular exception was that feelings of lack of control over one’s own life were more common among cancer survivors compared with healthy controls. 26 They also found that such feelings were modified by educational level and marital status. Feelings of wellbeing, especially control over one’s own life situation, among cancer patients are clearly but not exclusively influenced by the severity of the disease. Such feelings might also be modified by the social environment of those patients. In a recent study of breast cancer, Pettingale et al found evidence that patients’ mental attitudes to cancer were an additional prognostic factor. 27 Whether such factors also contribute to the survival differences observed in this study is a justified speculation.

Finally, the distribution of histological types of a particular cancer localisation may vary between the socioeconomic groups compared. This may produce...
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survival differences. However, it seems unlikely that such a possibility could give rise to those systematic differences that we have observed.
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